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Background: Mutations in SLC6A1, encoding γ-aminobutyric acid (GABA) transporter 1 (GAT-1), have been
recently associated with a spectrum of neurodevelopmental disorders ranging from variable epilepsy syndromes,
intellectual disability (ID), autism and others. To date, most identified mutations are de novo. We here report a
pedigree of two siblings associated with myoclonic astatic epilepsy, attention deficit hyperactivity disorder
(ADHD), and ID.
Methods: Next-generation sequencing identified a missense mutation in the SLC6A1 gene (c.373G > A(p.
Val125Met)) in the sisters but not in their shared mother who is also asymptomatic, suggesting gonadal mosa
icism. We have thoroughly characterized the clinical phenotypes: EEG recordings identified features for absence
seizures and prominent bursts of occipital intermittent rhythmic delta activity (OIRDA). The molecular patho
physiology underlying the clinical phenotypes was assessed using a multidisciplinary approach including ma
chine learning, confocal microscopy, and high-throughput 3H radio-labeled GABA uptake assays in mouse
astrocytes and neurons.
Results: The GAT-1(Val125Met) mutation destabilizes the global protein conformation and reduces transporter
protein expression at total and cell surface. The mutant transporter protein was localized intracellularly inside
the endoplasmic reticulum (ER) in both HEK293T cells and astrocytes which may directly contribute to seizures
in patients. Radioactive 3H-labeled GABA uptake assay indicated the mutation reduced the function of the
mutant GAT-1(Val125Met) to ~30% of the wildtype.
Conclusions: The seizure phenotypes, ADHD, and impaired cognition are likely caused by a partial loss-offunction of GAT-1 due to protein destabilization resulting from the mutation. Reduced GAT-1 function in as
trocytes and neurons may consequently alter brain network activities such as increased seizures and reduced
attention.

1. Introduction
GABA is the major inhibitory neurotransmitter in the mammalian
brain. GABA transporter 1 (GAT-1) encoded by SLC6A1 is one of the

principal transporters for GABA in the central nervous system (Roth and
Draguhn, 2012). In contrast with other GABA transporters, GAT-1 is a
major transporter subtype of sodium- and chloride-dependent trans
porters and is localized in GABAergic axons and nerve terminals. GAT-1
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retrieves GABA from the synaptic cleft into both presynaptic neurons
and astrocytes, by which it can rapidly terminate neurotransmission and
modulate the homeostasis of neuronal excitation and inhibition. Given
the essential role of GABAergic signaling in neurodevelopment and
neurotransmission, it is not surprising that defective GAT-1 resulting
from SLC6A1 mutations give rise to a wide spectrum of epilepsy syn
dromes and neurodevelopmental disorders including myoclonic atonic
epilepsy (MAE), childhood absence epilepsy, autism, and intellectual
disability or neurodevelopmental delay (Carvill et al., 2015a; Johan
nesen et al., 2018; Mattison et al., 2018; Cai et al., 2019a; Wang et al.,
2020).
GAT-1 is a key component of the GABAergic pathway and has
complex interactions with GABAA receptors and GABAB receptors. The
GABAergic pathway is a converging pathway for epilepsy, autism, and
other neurodevelopmental disorders caused by multiple genes and GAT1-encoding SLC6A1 is one of these genes (Wang et al., 2020; Carvill
et al., 2015b). Unlike GABAA receptors that directly conduct post
synaptic GABAergic currents, GAT-1 influences GABAergic synaptic
transmission by clearance and re-uptake of GABA from the synapse
(Durkin et al., 1995). In epilepsy, an impaired GABAergic pathway has
been identified in multiple seemingly unrelated etiologies, including
mutations in both ion channel and non-ion channel genes (Kang, 2017).
In experimental animal models and children with absence, the increased
ictal inhibition of thalamocortical neurons is enhanced by the loss-of
function of GAT-1, suggesting the potential link of impaired GAT-1
function in absence seizures, a commonly identified seizure type in
SLC6A1 mutations (Carvill et al., 2015a; Johannesen et al., 2018; Cai
et al., 2019b).
Based on previous reports, MAE and absence seizures are common
seizure types associated with SLC6A1 mutations, although the less
common seizure types are also reported (Johannesen et al., 2018; Mat
tison et al., 2018; Wang et al., 2020; Cai et al., 2019b). Besides MAE and
absence seizures, developmental and intellectual disability is prevalent
among reported SLC6A1 mutations. Approximately ~60% of children
with absence seizures have neuropsychiatric comorbidities, with atten
tion deficits as the most common comorbidity (35–40%), followed by
mood disorders (Masur et al., 2013; Glauser et al., 2010; Gencpinar
et al., 2016). In absence of epilepsy, neuropsychiatric comorbidities—in
particular attention deficits—may precede the first absence seizures and
epilepsy diagnosis (Hermann et al., 2007; Jones et al., 2007). This
suggests that attention deficit could be a prominent clinical feature for
SLC6A1-mediated disorders. Since the first report of SLC6A1 mutations
in MAE, several studies have identified a number of mutations in
SLC6A1 associated with two prominent features: intellectual disability
(ID) and a wide spectrum of epilepsy (Johannesen et al., 2018; Carvill
et al., 2015b). In some cases, the patients only display mild develop
mental delay or learning disorder, nonspecific dysmorphisms, and an
electroencephalogram (EEG) pattern closely resembling that of
myoclonic-atonic epilepsy with brief absence seizures later on (Posar
and Visconti, 2019). We previously reported SLC6A1(p.Gly234Ser)
associated with Lennox-Gastaut syndrome (LGS) (Cai et al., 2019a) and
SLC6A1(p.Pro361Thr) associated with epilepsy and autism (Wang et al.,
2020). It is likely the neuropsychiatric comorbidity may be independent
of seizures and is directly resulted from the defective GAT-1, excitationinhibition mismatch, and subsequent neural network dysfunction.
In this study, we reported a novel mutation Val125Met in a two
sisters but not in their shared mother. We characterized the EEG patterns
and neuropsychiatric comorbidities in the affected individuals,
including a thorough evaluation of patient disease history, seizure
phenotype, EEG, and ADHD phenotype. We evaluated the impact of the
disease-causing mutation (Val125Met) by characterizing the mutant
protein trafficking and function in different cell types including mouse
neurons and astrocytes. We compared the wildtype and mutant trans
porter with protein structure modeling via machine learning based
prediction, 3H radioactive GABA uptake assay, and protein expression
and subcellular localizations via confocal microscopy, in both

heterologous cells and mouse cortical astrocytes. This study provides
molecular mechanisms underlying how a defective GAT-1 can cause
ADHD in addition to epilepsy and expands the clinical phenotype of
SLC6A1 mutation mediated disorders. We compared the common and
differential clinical presentations and drug responses of the siblings,
providing important insights into understanding phenotypical hetero
geneity of SLC6A1 mutation mediated disorders.
2. Methods
2.1. Patients with epilepsy, ADHD and others
The patients and her unaffected family members were evaluated at
the Pediatric Epilepsy Program at the University of Rochester Medical
Center. The collected clinical data included age of onset, a detailed
developmental history, seizure types and frequency, response to anti
epileptic drugs (AEDs), family history, and general and neurological
examination results. Video electroencephalography (EEG) was exam
ined repeatedly and the results were reviewed by qualified electroen
cephalographers. ADHD symptoms were assessed using the Vanderbilt
Assessment Tool. Written informed consent for the sharing of clinical
and genetic information was obtained from the parents.
2.2. Genetic data analysis
Saliva samples of the patients and shared mother were collected and
evaluated using the CLIA-approved clinical Invitae Comprehensive Ep
ilepsy Gene Panel (Invitae, USA). Three variants of unknown signifi
cance (VUS) were identified in the proband in CACNA1A (c.3547G > A
(p.Val1183Ile)), FASN (c.4633C > T (p.Arg1545Cys)), and SLC6A1
(c.373G > A (p.Val125Met)). The VUS in CACNA1A was identified in
both the proband's affected sister and mother, as well as population
databases and was reclassified as “Likely Benign.” The VUS in FASN was
identified only in the proband and has also been identified in population
databases. The SLC6A1 VUS was identified in the proband, her sister, but
not their unaffected mother.
2.3. The cDNAs for coding GABA transporter 1
The plasmid cDNA encoding enhanced yellow fluorescent protein
(EYFP)-tagged rat GAT-1 was sub-cloned into the expression vector
pCMV. Replications of patient GAT-1 mutations were cloned via a
standard molecular cloning process. QuikChange Site-directed Muta
genesis kit was utilized to introduce the GAT-1(Val125Met) mutation
into wildtype GAT-1 coding sequence. The product from polymerase
chain reaction was transformed using DHα competent cells and finally
plated. A clone was chosen and grown overnight, replicating the cDNA.
The GAT-1(Val125Met) mutation was confirmed by DNA sequencing.
Both the wildtype and the mutant cDNAs were prepared with Qiagen
Maxiprep kit.
2.4. Polyethylenimine (PEI) transfection
Standard transfection protocols were performed using human em
bryonic kidney 293 T (HEK293T) cells (Cai et al., 2019b). 24 h before
transfection HEK293T cells were split equally into plates. For radio
labeling GABA uptake,1 μg of the cDNAs with PEI at a ratio of 1:2.5 Ll
was transfected in 35 mm dish. The cDNAs were combined with Dul
becco modified Eagle medium (DMEM) and a PEI/DMEM mixture. For
total protein expression, 3 μg cDNAs were used while 10 μg cDNAs were
used for cell surface protein biotinylation. Transfected HEK293T cells
incubated for 48 h. After incubation, proteins were harvested as
described below.
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2.5. Western blot analysis of total GAT-1 protein

for ECFP, 514 nm for EYFP. All images were single confocal sections
averaged from 8 times to reduce noise, except when otherwise specified.
The images were acquired using a LSM 510 invert confocal microscope
with 63× objective.

Live transfected HEK293T cells were washed with phosphate buff
ered saline (1 × PBS, pH 7.4) 3 times and then cells were lysed in RIPA
buffer (20 mM Tris, 20 mM EGTA, 1 mM DTT, 1 mM benzamidine),
supplemented with 0.01 mM PMSF, 0.005 μg/mL leupeptin, and 0.005
μg/mL pepstatin for 30 min at 4 ◦ C. The samples were then subject to
protein concentration determination and followed by SDS-PAGE.
Membranes were incubated with primary rabbit polyclonal antibodies
against GAT-1 (Alomone Labs, AGT-001 or Synaptic System, 274,102 at
1:200 dilution).

2.9. Protein structural modeling and machine learning tools
We simulated the impact of the identified mutation on the trans
porter protein with multiple machine learning tools. Tertiary structures
of both the wildtype and mutated GAT-1(V125M) protein were pre
dicted by I-TASSER (Zhang, 2008a) and analyzed by MAESTRO web
(Laimer et al., 2016). Details in structural differences between the
wildtype and the mutant GAT-1 were illustrated using the modelled
structure by DynaMut (Rodrigues et al., 2018). Analysis of selfaggregation or co-aggregation was conducted using PASTA 2.0 (Walsh
et al., 2014).

2.6. Neuron and astrocyte cultures and transfections
Mouse cortical neuronal cultures and transfection were prepared as
previously described (Kang et al., 2010a; Kang et al., 2009a). Mouse
neurons were cultured from postnatal day 0 mouse pups. The neurons
were plated at a density of 2 × 105 for western blot in plating media that
contained 420 mL Dulbecco's Modified Eagle's Medium (DMEM), 40 mL
F12, 40 mL fetal bovine serum, 1 mL penicillin and streptomycin, and
0.2 mL L-Glutamine (200 mM) for 4 h. Neurons were then maintained in
Neurobasal media that contained B27 supplement (50:1), L-Glutamine
(200 mM), and 1 mL penicillin and streptomycin. Neurons were trans
fected with 2 μg cDNA at day 5–7 in culture with calcium phosphate and
were harvested 8–10 days after transfection.
For mouse cortical astrocytes, the cortices of postnatal day 0–3 pups
were dissected. The tissues were minced after removing the meninges
and then digested with 0.25% trypsin for 10 min at 37 ◦ C. The debris and
large tissue chunks were removed. The cells were then maintained in
DMEM supplemented with 10% FBS and 1% penicillin/streptomycin.
The astrocytes used for experiments were at passage 2 and transfected
with PEI for 2 days before experiment. A total of 1 μg of cDNAs were
transfected in one 35-mm2 dish.

2.10. Data analysis
Numerical data were expressed as mean ± SEM. Proteins were
quantified by Odyssey software and data were normalized to loading
controls and then to wildtype transporter proteins, which was arbitrarily
taken as 1 in each experiment. The radioactivity of GABA uptake was
measured in a liquid scintillator with QuantaSmart. The flux of GABA
(pmol/μg/min) in the wildtype GAT-1 samples was arbitrarily taken as
100% each experiment. The fluorescence intensities from confocal mi
croscopy experiments were determined using MetaMorph imaging
software and the measurements were carried out in ImageJ as modified
from previous description (Warner et al., 2016; Kang et al., 2015; Kang
and Macdonald, 2004). For statistical significance, we used one-way
analysis of variance (ANOVA) with Newman-Keuls test or Student's
unpaired t-test. In some cases, one sample t-test was performed
(GraphPad Prism, La Jolla, CA), and statistical significance was taken as
p < 0.05.

2.7. Radioactive 3H-labeled GABA uptake assay

3. Results

The radioactive 3H-labeled GABA uptake assay in HEK293T, mouse
astrocytes and neurons was modified from previous studies (Cai et al.,
2019a; Keynan et al., 1992). Briefly, cells were cultured in 5 mm2 dishes
3 days before the GABA uptake experiment in DMEM with 10% fetal
bovine serum and 1% penicillin/streptomycin. The cells were then
transfected with equal amounts of the wildtype or the mutant GAT-1
(Val125Met) cDNAs (1 μg) with PEI at a ratio of 1 μg cDNA:2.5 μL of
PEI for each condition at 24 h after cell seeding. GABA uptake assay was
carried out 48 h after transfection. The cells were incubated with pre
incubation solution for 15 min and then incubated with preincubation
solution containing 1μci/mL 3H GABA and 10 μM unlabeled GABA for
30 min at room temperature. After washing, the cells were lysed with
0.25 N NaOH for 1 h. Acetic acid glacial was added and lysates were then
determined on a liquid scintillator with QuantaSmart. The flux of GABA
(pmol/μg/min) was averaged with at least triplets for each condition at
each transfection. The average counting was taken as n = 1. The
untransfected condition was taken as a baseline that was subtracted
from both the wildtype and the mutant conditions. The pmol/μg/min in
the mutant was then normalized to the wildtype from each experiment,
which was arbitrarily taken as 100%.

3.1. Mutation analysis identified SLC6A1(Val125Met) variation in two
sisters and genetic mosaicism in shared mother
Previous studies have identified mutations in SLC6A1 associated
with a spectrum of epilepsy syndromes and neurodevelopmental disor
ders (Carvill et al., 2015a; Johannesen et al., 2018; Mattison et al., 2018;
Cai et al., 2019a; Wang et al., 2020). We have reported the mutations in
SLC6A1 associated with Lennox-Gastaut syndrome and epilepsy with
autism due to partial loss of GAT-1 function. To date, most of the assayed
mutations (Fig. 1A) had a complete or partial loss of the mutant trans
porter 1 and are de novo. However, germline transmission has been
reported in two other SLC6A1 variants (p.Ala334Pro and p.Ala288Val)
(Carvill et al., 2015b). Here we identified 373 G to A mutation in
SLC6A1 resulting in a change of valine 125 to methionine in a family
(Fig. 1B) using a clinical NGS epilepsy genetic panel. This variant of
unknown significance was not identified in the shared parent of the halfsisters, suggesting gonadal mosaicism. This variation results in valine, a
conserved amino acid across species, being substituted with methionine
(Fig. 1C), suggesting the variation may have significant impact on the
transporter protein function.

2.8. Live cell confocal microscopy and image acquisition

3.2. Common and differential clinical features and response to valproic
acid

Live cell confocal microscopy was performed using an inverted Zeiss
laser scanning microscope (Model 510) with a 63 × 1.4 NA oil immer
sion lens, 2–2.5 × zoom, and multi-track excitation. HEK 293 T cells
were plated on poly-D-lysine-coated, glass-bottom imaging dishes at the
density of 1–2 × 105 cells and cotransfected with 2 μg of the wildtype or
the mutant GAT-1 plasmids and 1 μg pECFP-ER with PEI based on our
standard lab protocol. Cells were examined with excitation at 458 nm

The proband was otherwise normal until onset of epilepsy around 1
year of age. The first seizures were episodes of behavioral arrest with eye
fluttering (eyelid myoclonia). The patient experienced the first gener
alized tonic clonic convulsion at 1 year, with only rare convulsions
through the rest of the clinical course. EEG at this time was reported to
3
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Fig. 1. A novel SLC6A1 missense mutation GAT-1(Val125Met) in two sisters associated with myoclonic astatic epilepsy. (A). Schematic representation of GAT-1
protein topology and locations of GAT-1 variants previously identified in patients associated with a spectrum of epilepsy syndromes. It is predicted that GAT-1
contains 12 transmembrane domains. Val125Met (V125M) is located at the 3rd transmembrane helix of the GAT-1 protein. The positions of variants are based
on the published LeuT crystal structure. (B) Pedigree and the genotype. A missense mutation was found in the proband and the half-sister but not in the rest of the
family members. (C). Amino acid sequence homology shows that valine (V) at residue 125 is highly conserved in SCL6A1 in humans (Accession NO.NP_003033.3)
and across species as shown in boxed region.

hyperventilation or photic stimulation. EEG showed prominent bursts of
occipital intermittent rhythmic delta activity (OIRDA) throughout the
otherwise normal waking background. Clinically, seizures were pri
marily associated with brief behavioral arrest, slight upgaze, eyelid
myoclonia and negative myoclonus/loss of tone leading the patient to
commonly fall to their knees. The patient was diagnosed with MAE
(Doose Syndrome). The prominent presence of eyelid myoclonia shares
clinical similarity to Jeavon's Syndrome phenotype.
Over the years the patient trialed multiple medications with only
rare periods of improved seizure control (Table 1). The patient exhibited
significant anxiety and periods of selective mutism associated with
anxiety in social, particularly medical, settings, prompting speech
therapy. In early childhood the patient was able to maintain ageappropriate educational advances but exhibited a progressive educa
tional achievement gap starting after age 8–9, originally attributed to
medication side effect. She was diagnosed with ADHD with difficulty
with attention and memory more noticeable after age 7–8, for which
treatment with stimulants has been trialed with variable benefit. The
patient has prominent levo-scoliosis, which was most notable after age
12.
A half-sibling with shared mother exhibited ADHD symptoms and
mild delayed language development. Seizure onset occurred at age 4,
presenting with sudden falls while walking or standing. A routine EEG,
which did not capture events, identified frequent bursts of high ampli
tude OIRDA throughout the otherwise normal waking background. A
24-h ambulatory EEG captured events, which were associated with
bursts of fronto-centrally predominant 3 Hz spike and wave epileptiform
discharges. Discharges and discharge complexes were activated by
transition to drowsiness and sleep but were not enhanced with hyper
ventilation or photic stimulation. Low dose VPA was initiated and sei
zures have been completely controlled for approximately 4 years. On
entry to school, the patient was noted to have significant learning
disability and ADHD symptoms and has been placed in special education
(Fig. 2, Table 1).

Table 1
Clinical features of the patients with SLC6A1 (V125M) variant.
Patient ID

Proband (patient 1)/sibling (patient 2)

Variant
Protein change
Origin
Sex
Current age
Age at seizure onset
Seizure type at onset
Seizure frequency at onset
Further seizure types
Ictal EEG
Interictal EEG
Seizure outcome
Duration before seizure free
Intellectual disability
Language
Neurological exam
MRI findings
Epilepsy
SIFT (score)
Polyphen2 (score)
MutationTaster(score)
Frequency in ExAC

c.3547G > A (NM_0030423)
p.V125M
Maternal
Female
16 years/ 8 years
1 year/ 4 years old
Absence, GTCS
Multiple times daily
Myoclonic-atonic
3 Hz SW
SW, PSW
Seizure uncontrolled/seizure controlled
None for patient 1/4 years for patient 2
Moderate ID for patient 1/and for patient 2
Normal
Normal
Normal
Myoclonic Astatic seizures
Damaging (0.02)
Probably damaging (0.999)
Disease causing (0.999)
–

EEG = electroencephalography; PSW = polyspike and wave complex; SW =
spike and wave complex; GTCS = generalized tonic-clonic seizure; ID = Intel
lectual Disability; MRI = magnetic resonance imaging.

show 3 Hz spike and wave associated with eye flutter and behavioral
arrest and the patient was trialed on valproic acid (VPA), which reduced
the frequency and intensity of events, but never fully controlled them.
With growth, repeat EEG with provoking maneuvers identified slight
enhancement of the 3 Hz spike and wave fronto-centrally predominant
generalized epileptiform discharges with transition to drowsiness and
sleep, but no enhancement of epileptiform discharges with
4
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Fig. 2. Electroencephalogram (EEG) of two sisters carrying the GAT-1(Val125Met) encoding mutation showing high amplitude burst of 3 Hz spike wave discharges
and prominent occipital intermittent rhythmic delta activity (OIRDA). (A, B) Prominent bursts of Occipital Intermittent Rhythmic Delta Activity in the Proband (A,
age 8) and Patient 2 (B, age 4) occurred throughout the waking state. (C, D). Video EEG recordings showed sudden burst of generalized high amplitude bursts of 3.0
Hz spike and slow waves in proband (C) and the half-sister (D). (E, F), Typical absence for proband was associated with a myoclonic jerk and loss of tone—noted by
muscle artifact (red arrows), sensitivity 15 microvolts (E) and a typical abnormal spike wave discharges for patient 2 (D) arising out of sleep, which was asymp
tomatic. Sensitivity 15 microvolts.

3.3. Machine learning based protein structural modeling suggests that
Val125Met mutation in GAT-1 protein reduces the mutant transporter
stability

3.4. GAT-1(Val125Met) had impaired GABA reuptake in HEK293T,
mouse astrocytes, and mouse neurons
We then determined the function of the wildtype and the mutant
GAT-1 (Val125Met) in HEK cells, cultured mouse astrocytes and cortical
neurons by radioactive 3H GABA uptake assay. The measurements in the
mutant transporter were then normalized to the cells expressing the
wildtype GAT-1YFP which was taken as 100%. Compared with the
wildtype, the GAT-1(Val125Met)) had reduced 3H GABA uptake in
HEK293T (wt = 100% vs 32.2 ± 3.1%) (Fig. 4A), mouse cortical as
trocytes (wt = 100% vs 65.40 ± 2%) (Fig. 4B) and mouse neurons (wt =
100% vs 53.10 ± 3.4% (Fig. 4C). The GAT-1(V125M) transport activity
was similar to the activity of wildtype GAT-1 treated with GAT-1 in
hibitors Cl-966 (100 μM) for 30 min in HEK293T, but in mouse astro
cytes and neurons, the GAT-1(Val125Met)) activity was higher than the
Cl-966 conditions. This is likely due to the activity from endogenous
GAT-1 expressed in mouse cortical astrocytes and neurons.

We then predicted the impact of the mutation on the transporter
protein stability via several machine learning tools. Homology modeling
of the Val125Met mutation in GAT-1 protein as shown in Fig. 3 was
conducted using I-TASSER (Zhang, 2008b) with homology template PDB
ID 4m48. Residue valine that is mutated to methionine is colored red,
which may trigger several conformational changes on GAT-1. Different
from SLC6A1 mutations we reported before (Cai et al., 2019a; Wang
et al., 2020), this mutation only adds sulfur into the sidechain, not
causing drastic changes in polarity and charge, but making the protein
less hydrophobic. These hydrophobicity changes may disturb the equi
librium of the transmembrane protein conformation, resulting in protein
structure destabilizing. This destabilization hypothesis is also supported
by predicting the ΔΔG of the mutation using machine learning-based
protein structure stability prediction methods SDM (Pandurangan
et al., 2017), mCSM, DUET (Pires et al., 2014a), INPS (Allen et al., 2013;
Savojardo et al., 2016), DynaMut (Rodrigues et al., 2018) and MAES
TROweb (Laimer et al., 2016). As indicated in Fig. 3C and Supplemen
tary Table 1 (Laimer et al., 2016; Rodrigues et al., 2018; Pires et al.,
2014a; Savojardo et al., 2016; Pires et al., 2014b), nearly all the tools
(six out of seven) predicted the V125M mutation destabilized the GAT-1
protein (Supplementary Table 1). Details in structural differences be
tween the wildtype valine and mutated methionine were modelled by
DynaMut interatomic interaction predictions. In addition, PASTA 2.0
(Walsh et al., 2014) did not suggest any protein self-aggregation or coaggregation from the perspective of energy changes.

3.5. GAT-1(Val125Met) mutant transporter had reduced total and
surface protein expression
Reduced GABA reuptake could be due to the reduced number of
functional transporters on the cell surface. Based on our previous study,
the mutant GAT-1(Gly234Ser) associated with Lennox-Gastaut syn
drome (Cai et al., 2019a) and GAT-1(Pro361Thr) associated with epi
lepsy and autism had reduced total protein expression (Wang et al.,
2020). Reduced total expression of the mutant transporters could reduce
the cell surface expression and consequently impair the overall function
of GAT-1. Altered protein stability and enhanced protein degradation
due to protein misfolding are common phenomena caused by mutations
in various genes. This has been demonstrated in multiple GABAA re
ceptor mutations across multiple subunits (Kang et al., 2009a) and are
5
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Fig. 3. Modeling of the mutant GAT-1(Val125Met) protein with machine learning tools. (A-B). Tertiary structures of both the wildtype (A) and Val125Met mutant
(B) GAT-1 protein are predicted by I-TASSER and DynaMut. The valine at residue 125 is mutated to methionine, both highlighted in light green, alongside with the
surrounding residues. The interatomic interactions were predicted by DynaMut, where halogen bonds are depicted in blue and hydrogen bonds are colored in red.
The Val125Met mutation results in the addition of sulfur into the sidechain, not causing drastic changes in polarity and charge, but making the protein less hy
drophobic. (C). Machine learning tools predicted ΔΔG (Kcal/mol) of the mutant GAT-1(Val125Met) protein. Bars in the positive direction are predicted as stabilizing
while bars in the negative direction are predicted as destabilizing.

Fig. 4. The GABA reuptake function of the mutant GAT-1(Val125Met) transporter was reduced in non-neuronal cells and neurons. A-B. HEK293T cells or mouse
cortical astrocytes were transfected with wildtype GAT-1YFP (wt), or the mutant GAT-1(Val125Met, V125M)YFP cDNAs (1 μg per a 35 mm2 dish) for 48 h before 3H
radioactive GABA uptake assay. C. Mouse cortical neurons were transfected with the wildtype or the mutant GAT-1(Val125Met) cDNAs at day 7 in culture. 3H
radioactive GABA uptake assay was performed after 8 days of transfection. GABA flux was measured after 30 min transport at room temperature. The influx of GABA,
expressed in pmol/μg protein/min, was averaged from duplicates for each condition and for each transfection. The average counting was taken as n = 1. The
untransfected condition was taken as baseline flux, which was subtracted from both the wildtype and the mutant conditions in HEK293T cells (A). The pmol/μg
protein/min in the mutant was then normalized to the wildtype from each experiment, which was arbitrarily set as 100%. (***p < 0.01 vs. wt, n = 4–7 different
transfections). Cl-966 (100 μm) was applied 30 min before preincubation and removed during preincubation. (One-sample t-test. Values were expressed as mean ± S.
E.M).
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now emerging for GAT-1 mutants. We first determined the total
expression of the mutant GAT-1(Val125Met) by transfecting HEK293T
cells with YFP-tagged wildtype or mutant GAT-1 cDNAs (Fig. 5A) for 48
h. The wildtype GAT-1YFP or the mutant GAT-1(Val125Met)YFP mainly
migrated at 108 KDa, which is predicted for YFP-tagged GAT-1 and is
consistent with previous findings (Bennett and Kanner, 1997; Cai et al.,
2005). Compared to the wildtype, the GAT-1(Val125Met) had reduced
total protein expression (wt = 1, Val125Met = 0.63 ± 0.04) for total
(Fig. 5A, C). Additionally, the GAT-1(V125M) also had reduced cell
surface expression (wt = 1, Val125Met = 0.32 ± 0.013) (Fig. 5B, D). This
suggests the reduced cell surface protein expression was due to the
reduced total protein expression.

4. Discussion
4.1. We report on the first pedigree carrying an SLC6A1 mutation: p.
Val125Met, a novel mutation associated with MAE (Doose syndrome) and
ADHD
SLC6A1(p.Val125Met) is a recurring mutation in a conserved amino
acid of GAT-1 protein and this is the first pedigree despite numerous
previous reports of de novo mutations in SLC6A1. This is also the first
report of SLC6A1 mutation associated with ADHD although mutations in
SLC6A1 have been associated with other neuropsychiatric conditions.
Despite the phenotypic heterogeneity, MAE and ID are consistently to be
reported as prominent phenotypes for SLC6A1 mutations (Johannesen
et al., 2018; Carvill et al., 2015b). Here we report two sisters who are
heterozygous for SLC6A1(p.Val125Met) mutation manifest MAE, further
supporting the role of SLC6A1 mutations in MAE as originally reported
(Carvill et al., 2015a). This is also consistent with a previous observation
that Val125Met is associated with MAE (https://www.ncbi.nlm.nih.go
v/clinvar). The shared mother has no seizure history nor any other
neuropsychiatric disorders and her saliva-based genetic test is negative
for this variant, suggesting gonadic mosaicism. Both sisters exhibit
clinical manifestations of ADHD, suggesting that ADHD is likely a strong
comorbidity for SLC6A1-mediated disorders.

3.6. GAT-1(Val125Met) mutant protein had increased endoplasmic
reticulum retention in live HEK293T cells
We have previously identified that increased endoplasmic reticulum
(ER) retention of mutant protein due to misfolding and glycosylation
arrest (Kang et al., 2009a; Kang et al., 2009b) is a common phenomenon
for mutation across genes affecting GABAergic pathway. Those ER
retention-prone mutant proteins can have either a higher or lower
proportion of the total protein level compared with its wildtype coun
terpart (Kang et al., 2009a; Kang et al., 2009b). To evaluate the sub
cellular localization of GAT-1(Val125Met), we determined the
intracellular localization of the mutant GAT-1(Val125Met) protein by
coexpressing GAT-1YFP or GAT-1(Val125Met)YFP with an ER marker,
ERCFP (Kang et al., 2009b). When compared to wildtype, the mutant
GAT-1(Val125Met) had a stronger presence intracellularly, colocalizing
with the ER marker (Fig. 6A). The protein expression pattern was
comparable to the expression pattern of the wildtype GAT-1 protein
treated with ER stress inducer tunicamycin (10μg/mL for 16 h). The
percent fluorescence signal of GAT-1 overlapping with ER marker ERCFP
was higher in the mutant GAT-1(Val125Met) compared to wildtype
(35.6 ± 2.9% for wt vs 75.68 ± 4.7% for Val125Met) (Fig. 6B). The
fluorescence signal overlapping with ER marker was higher in GAT-1
(Val125Met) than cell expressing the wildtype treated with tunicamy
cin (54.2 ± 3.4%) (Fig. 6B).

4.2. There exists intrafamilial phenotypical heterogeneity despite common
clinical and electrographic features
Both sisters displayed MAE presenting with sudden falls and both
had frequent bursts of OIRDA, a strong EEG correlate with absence
seizure. However, they have different age onset of seizures and different
response to VPA. The proband had first seizures at 1 year old while the
sister had first seizures at age 4. Both sisters had 3 Hz spike and wave
and fronto-centrally dominant generalized epileptiform discharges. The
proband had eyelid myoclonia and behavior arrest that is absent in the
half-sibling. VPA treatment reduced the frequency and intensity of sei
zures but never fully controlled the events in the proband but achieved
seizure freedom for the sister. However, both siblings have learning
difficulty, suggesting impaired cognition may be independent of seizure
control. Additionally, both sisters were diagnosed ADHD, expanding the

Fig. 5. Both the total and cell surface expression of the mutant GAT-1(Val125Met) transporter protein was reduced. A, B. HEK293T cells were transfected with
wildtype GAT-1YFP (wt), or the mutant GAT-1(Val125Met, V125M)YFP cDNAs (3 μg/60 mm2) for 48 h. The cells (A) were either harvested directly after wash with
PBS for total lysates or followed by cell surface biotinylation to isolate the cell surface bound proteins (B). The total lysates (A) or isolated surface protein (B) were
then analyzed by SDS-PAGE. Membranes were immunoblotted with rabbit anti-GAT-1 (1:300). (C). The total protein integrated density values (IDVs) from the total
lysates (C) or isolated cell surface protein (D) were measured. The abundance of the mutant GAT-1(Val125Met) transporter was normalized to the wildtype cells
expressing GAT-1YFP. In C, the total protein abundance was measured by adding up all the bands between 90 and 110 KDa. The total protein IDVs of either the
wildtype or the mutant was normalized to its loading control. The abundance of the mutant transporter was then normalized to the wildtype. (**p < 0.01; ***p <
0.001 vs. wt, n = 4 different transfections, One-sample t-test, Values were expressed as mean ± S.E.M).
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Fig. 6. The mutant GAT-1(V125M) transporters were retained inside the endoplasmic reticulum in HEK 293 T cells. (A) HEK293T cells were transfected with
wildtype GAT-1YFP or the mutant GAT-1(Val125Met, V125M)YFP with the pECFP-ER marker (ERCFP) at 2:1 ratio (2 μg:1 μg cDNAs) for 48 h. Live cells were examined
under a confocal microscopy with excitation at 458 nm for CFP, 514 nm for YFP. All images were single confocal sections averaged from 8 times to reduce noise,
except when otherwise specified. (B) The GAT-1YFP fluorescence overlapping with ERCFP fluorescence was quantified by Metamorph with colocalization percentage.
Tu stands for Tunicamycin (10 μg/mL) treated for 16 h. (***p < 0.001 V125M vs. wt, V125M §§ vs wt + Tun. N = 7–8 representative fields from 4 different
transfections. One-way analysis of variance (ANOVA) and Newman-Keuls test was used to determine significance compared to the wt condition and between mu
tation and wt + Tu. Values were expressed as mean ± S.E.M).

phenotypic presentation of SLC6A1 mutation mediated disorders.

4.5. Mutant GAT-1(Val125Met) transporter was retained inside
endoplasmic reticulum and subsequently subject to accelerated disposal

4.3. GAT-1 is expressed in both astrocytes and neurons and the mutation
reduced GABA reuptake function in both astrocytes and neurons

ER retention and enhanced degradation is likely a common molec
ular mechanism for many disease mutations including the GAT-1
(Val125Met). This is based on our extensive evaluation on mutant
GABAA receptor subunits associated with variable genetic epilepsy
syndromes. Because GAT-1 is a transmembrane protein, it is likely that
at least some mutations in GAT-1 cause protein instability and impair
trafficking. We evaluated the subcellular colocalization of GAT-1
(Val125Met) with coexpression of GAT-1YFP with an ER marker. We
compared the expression pattern of the GAT-1(Val125Met) with the
wildtype GAT-1 after treatment with an ER stress inducer, tunicamycin
(10 μg/mL). The GAT-1(Val125Met) expression pattern was highly
colocalized with the ER marker. The findings were similar to the
expression of the wildtype GAT-1 treated with tunicamycin, suggesting
ER retention of the GAT-1(Val125Met) and reduced mutant GAT-1
presence at the cell surface. Our data indicate that the mutant GAT-1
(Val125Met) transporter is subject to similar intracellular protein pro
cessing as many mutant GABAA receptor subunits and GAT-1
(Gly234Ser) and GAT-1(Pro361Thr), due to a conserved protein qual
ity control machinery inside cells (Kang et al., 2009a; Kang et al.,
2009b). The steady state level of an ER retained mutant protein could be
higher or lower than its wildtype counterparts, depending on the
intrinsic properties of the mutant protein and the degradation rate of the
mutant protein (Kang et al., 2010b; Kang et al., 2009c) and the cellular
capacity of protein degradation machinery. GAT-1(Val125Met) had
reduced total and cell surface protein expression, indicating reduced
protein stability and enhanced disposal of the mutant protein, and most
of the synthesized mutant transporters resided inside the ER. This
finding suggests GAT-1 is subject to the same post-translation protein
modification as other membrane proteins. Consequently, a misfolded
GAT-1 is likely to subject to enhanced degradation without further
translocation to other cellular compartments or cell surface (Kang et al.,

It is established that GAT-1 is expressed in both neurons and glial
cells and regulates synapse function (Eulenburg and Gomeza, 2010).
Loss-of-function of the astrocytic GAT-1 (but not GAT-3) enhances
absence seizures, suggesting additional restraints to the thalamocortical
neuron firing from astrocytic GAT-1 (Cope et al., 2009). There is no prior
study on the impact of mutant proteins in astrocytes. Here we identified
that the mutant GAT-1 had reduced function in astrocytes, similar to the
effect in HEK293T cells and neurons. This is of particular importance
given the fact that GAT-1 is exclusively located in astrocytes in thalamus
in human and rodents (De BS and Brecha, 1998) and the loss of GAT-1
function in astrocytes in thalamus may be the direct cause of the path
ophysiology that gives rise to absence seizures.
4.4. Mutant GAT-1(Val125Met) transporter caused reduced total and
surface protein expression due to reduced protein stability
The reduced GABA uptake is likely due to the reduced functional
transporter number at the cell surface. The variation from valine 125 to
methionine 125 in GAT-1 adds sulfur into the sidechain, which, while
not causing drastically changes in polarity and charge of the protein,
does make the protein less hydrophobic. These hydrophobicity changes
may disturb the equilibrium of the transmembrane protein conforma
tion and destabilize protein structure. The protein simulation data is
supported by the biochemical assays as the total and surface GAT-1
(Val125Met) transporter protein was reduced.
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2015; Kang et al., 2009b). Based on our previous comparison of different
GABRG2 loss-of function mutations (Warner et al., 2016; Kang et al.,
2015; Kang et al., 2013), it is possible that the mutant protein causes
mild dominant negative suppression of the wildtype allele during pro
tein folding, oligomerization and trafficking to the cell surface but this
merits more extensive studies.
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4.6. Compromised GAT-1(Val125Met) function in astrocytes could
directly contribute to absence seizures
Our data indicate that GAT-1(Val125Met) substantially reduced
GABA reuptake in HEK293T cells, neurons and astrocytes. In HEK293T
cells the reduction was to the level of cells expressing the wildtype GAT1 treated with GAT-1 inhibitor Cl-966. In mouse astrocytes and neurons,
the mutant GAT-1(Val125Met) had a higher GABA uptake function than
the cells treated with Cl-966. This is likely due to the activity of
endogenous GAT-1 in astrocytes or neurons. Nevertheless, the cells
expressing the mutant GAT-1(Val125Met) had reduced GABA reuptake
comparing with the astrocytes or neurons expressing the wildtype GAT1YFP. It has been established that GAT-1 is exclusively expressed in as
trocytes in thalamus and cortico-thalamic-cortical circuitry is involved
in absence seizures. The thalamus is a rhythmogenic structure respon
sible for generating and maintaining oscillatory activity underlying key
brain functions such as sleep, sensation, perception and consciousness
(Gent et al., 2018a; Gent et al., 2018b; Avanzini et al., 2000). Thus,
malfunctioning GAT-1 in thalamus could also contribute impaired
attention besides seizures. It is likely the reduced function of GAT-1
(Val125met) can cause chronic accumulation of GABA, which down
regulates the phasic GABA release and increase tonic inhibition based on
studies from the GAT-1 knockout mice (Jensen et al., 2003; Chiu et al.,
2005). Based on this study, regardless of the function of GAT-1
(Val125Met) in neurons, malfunctioning astrocytic GAT-1 in thalamus
could explain absence epilepsy and related comorbidities.
In summary, this study has reported the first pedigree carrying an
SLC6A1 mutation resulting in disruption of a conserved residue valine
125 in GAT-1 and the common and differential clinical features of two
affected siblings. We identified the molecular defects with a multidis
ciplinary approach including 3H GABA uptake assay and confocal mi
croscopy in cells including astrocytes and neurons. The study provides a
critical link for understanding SLC6A1 mutation and clinical pheno
types. As loss of GAT-1 function in astrocytes in thalamus could give rise
to the key features such as 3-Hz abnormal discharges in absence seizures
and the comorbid attention deficit as commonly observed in SLC6A1
mediated disorders (Gencpinar et al., 2016; Lee et al., 2013; Dlugos
et al., 2013).
Supplementary data to this article can be found online at https://doi.
org/10.1016/j.expneurol.2021.113723.
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